Photograph Reproductions
Kingston Public Library: Local History Room
6 Green Street
Kingston, MA 02364
Images, maps or other Local History Room materials may be reproduced in the following ways.
Please note that copyright issues and/or the condition of the original may prohibit the
reproduction of specific items, as determined by the Archivist.

1. Photographs may be photocopied onto regular paper at a cost of 20 cents per sheet. The Archivist
will determine which materials may be copied by the patron on the public copier and which must
be done by staff.
2. Photographs may be scanned at print resolution (typically a 300 ppi jpg, sized for output at 8” x
10”) and burned onto a cd at a cost of $3.00 for the cd. The cd will include a text file describing
the image files (size of original, file type, color space, etc.) and will work on most computers.
Oversized originals may be digitally photographed, with the resulting files provided on cd.
3. Images may be professionally reproduced from originals or negatives by the Northeast
Document Conservation Center 1 . Prices and turn around time for reproduction are set by
NEDCC. The Local History Room will arrange the duplication on behalf of the patron, though
all costs, including shipping and handling, are to be assumed by the patron. A fee of 10% will be
added to NEDCC’s price to account for shipping charges. Please note that this is the option with
the highest cost and longest turn-around time.
4. Patrons may use a digital camera to photograph Local History Room materials, subject to the
approval of the Archivist and completions of a publishing and credit line agreement when
necessary. Patrons may not use personal scanners or borrow material for duplication outside of
the Library.
All images provided by the Local History Room for publication – including online use – must be
accompanied by the appropriate credit line. The publishing and credit line agreement policy will
be provided on request.
Payments for all reproductions must be made in advance. Checks may be made payable to “Trustees of
the Kingston Public Library.” Cash is also accepted.
If Local History Room images are reproduced in tangible form, such as a book or magazine, two copies
must be provided.
Turn-around time for reproductions is typically one week for photocopies or scans. Small jobs may be
completed sooner, based on the current number of requests pending. Larger projects will be quoted on a
per project basis. Any reproductions done through NEDCC will reflect their quoted turn-around time.
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The Northeast Document Conservation Center. 1000 Brickstone Square, Andover, Massachusetts, 01810-1494. (978) 470-1010.

